Abstract-In our article we have studied the argumentation phenomenon as one of the basic branches of the communicative linguistics. Namely, we have researched particular features of usage of argumentative strategies and techniques in Georgian and French political discourses. The research was performed on the discourses enunciated by the former president of France -Nikolas Sarkozy and the president of GeorgiaMikheil Saakashvili in the electoral campaign before the wide audience for persuading of the electorate where we have analyzed by means of the comparative methodology the argumentative strategies and techniques most clearly expressing the argumentative specification of their discourses. These are: value argument, authority argument, parallel syntax constructions, strategy of the personality identifying, metaphor, strategy aimed at different orientations. We have also tried to determine the impact of different socio-cultural environment on the construction of argumentative discourse in terms of choice of argumentative strategies and techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this article we aimed at researching of distinctive features of the usage of the argumentative strategies and techniques in French and Georgian political discourse. For this we will try to determine the impact of different sociocultural environment on the construction of argumentative discourse in terms of choice of argumentative strategies and techniques.
We have chosen political discourses as a research corpus, in particular the discourses said by the former president of France -Nikolas Sarkozy and the president of Georgia -Mikheil Saakashvili in the electoral campaign before the wide audience for persuading of the electorate.
The development of our research is stipulated by the determination of the specifications of argumentative strategies and techniques of Saakashvili's and Sarkozy's discourses with the use of comparative methodologies, as well by the analyses of the impact of fully different from each other French and Georgian socio-cultural environment by structuring of the argumentative discourses.
Argumentation is a very complex phenomenon. It is studied from different aspects by such sciences as logics, political science, social studies, sociolinguistics, psychology. We will study the argumentative phenomena as subject of study of argumentation theory of one of the basic branch of communicative linguistics. Herewith, we note that the argumentation is an art of persuasion for modern communicative linguistics.
Political discourse as well the argumentations phenomena is an interdisciplinary research subject. A number of humanitarian scientists: politics, social studies, theory of communication, sociolinguistics, psychology, linguistics, theories of argumentation study it from different aspects. We will analyze the political discourse from the point of view of argumentative strategies and techniques used in it.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As it is well known, the argumentation phenomena became a focus of attention of the scientists very early, in the 5 th century B.C.
From the formation until now the argumentation theories have passed three basic stages of development: 1. The founder of the argumentation theories is considered Greek scientist Aristotle. In his work -Rhetoric‖ he worked out the following main conception of oratory: -The method of eloquence is a method of persuasion, persuasion is some kind of substantiation, that's why be believe most of all in what we consider substantiated‖ (Aristotle, 1981, p. 33).
2. In the 16th century in the period of Renaissance the rhetoric suffered some kind of discrediting. In this period the antique conception of rhetoric gradually changed the approach with the rhetoric as an art of good sayings.
3. From the second half of the 20 th century the third stage, stage of changes of the argumentation theory has begun. In 1958 Chaï m Perelman with Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca published their work -The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation‖ fully restoring the basic conceptions of antique rhetoric. In the work the authors formalized the modern approach towards the argumentation which our research is based on as follows: -Argumentation aims at securing the adherence of those to whom it is addressed, it is, in its entirety, relative to the audience to be influenced‖ (Perelman, 2000, p. 5) Anscombre and Ducrot considered the argumentation as a belonging to language and not to discourse. According to this theory the argumentation as a chain of statements directing towards the conclusion and the argumentative power is set in the meaning of the statement. -The meaning for the statement means the orientation‖ (Anscombre, 1988, introduction) .
In his work -Argumentation et conversation‖ Moeschler has integrated the theories of Anscombre and Ducrot in the conversation analysis. -Each verbal interaction performing in the conversation determines the frame of argumentation and interaction‖ (Moeschler, 1985, p. 14) .
Jean-Blaise Grise regards the argumentation in the frames of natural logics. According his explanation -The argumentation considers the listener not as manipulation object but as Alter Ego on which it impacts to share its consideration. The impact on the listener means try to change his different conception on the subject by putting to the fore of definite aspects, by hiding of definite aspects, by providing of new information‖ (Grise, 1990, p. 41).
According to Amossy's definition -Argumentation studies the effectiveness of discourse in cultural, social and institutional environment‖ (Amossy, 1990, p. 146) .
As for political discourse, during our research we will base on the definition suggested by Charaudeau: -Political discourse as a communicative act directly relates the persons participating in the political communication act, the aim of whose is to impact on the views of members of this act to win over them, to refuse them or to reach the consensus‖ (Charaudeau, 2005, p. 24) .
Selection of electoral discourses of the president candidates as a corpus is very interested for the purposes of our research from the point of view that the argumentativity of political discourse has a particular importance during the electoral campaign. The discourse said by the candidate should be so effective that he would be able to persuade in his preference not only numerous and various electors all over the country but involvement of the recipient expressing in the going to precinct on the elections day and voting in his favor.
III. METHOD
As the research corpus we have chosen the discourses of Nikolas Sarkozy, the Presidential Candidate of presidential elections of France in 2007 and Mikheil Saakashvili, the Candidate of the presidential elections of Georgia in 2008.
Georgian corpus we have found on the official web site of the President of Georgia www.president.gov.ge, and French corpus -on the official web site of the President of France www.elisee.fr. As Charaudeau stated, today the scientists research the political discourse by the combination of different methods. E.g. lexicometric analysis means the corpus research from the statistical point of view and as well the analysis of the persons' positions participating in its semantics and political communicative act. Enunciative analysis studies locution behavior of the persons involving in the political communicative act and their political ideological positions.Argumentative analysis studies the logic of reasoning characterizing a politician of a certain political position (Charaudeau, 2005) . At the first stage we have separately analyzed the discourses of French and Georgian candidates on which we performed the argumentative and lexicometric analysis and emphasized the argumentative strategies and techniques characterized in the discourse of the French candidate and in the discourse of the Georgian candidate separately, and determine the frequency of use and the actuality of certain argumentative strategies and techniques in the discourse of a certain candidate. After this in our article based on the comparative methodology we have analyzed the distinctive similarities and differences between their discourses from this point of view.
IV. RESULTS
In his work Charaudeau analyzes the main argumentative strategy of the political discourse -strategy of persuasionin which the scientist distinguishes so-called sub-strategies of different branches: strategies of the person identifying, creation of the personal identity -ethos as a mirror of person, mutually opposite and changeable face, issue of discourse dramatization, disqualification of the opponent, issue of values selection, issue of the value presentation for the recipient, strategy aimed at different orientations etc (Charaudeau, 2005) . For the performance of these strategies the argumentator uses the argumentative techniques the detailed analysis of which Perelman suggests in his work. The argumentative techniques reviewed by Perelman are as follows: contradiction and incompatibility, identity and determination, analysis and tautology, the rules of justice, reciprocity argument, transitivity argument, dividing the (Perelman, 2008) . At this stage we will try to analyze several argumentative strategies and techniques chose by us and more clearly identifying the argumentativity specific of discourses enunciated by Saakashvili and Sarkozy. These are: value argument, authority argument, parallel syntax constructions, strategy of the personality identifying, metaphor, strategy aimed at different orientations.
We begin the corpus research by determining of common argumentative strategies and techniques which are actively used by both politicians in their discourses. However, the dosing of baseline strategies and techniques revealed by us in discourse of both languages more or less differs from each other and we will pay an attention at these differences.
In French and Georgian discourses value argument has differentiated as one of the basic argumentative techniques. As Charaudaeu stated the usage of values requires great care from the politician because among a lot of values he has to select the values that would effectively impact on the audience and herewith to present them correctly (Charaudeau, 2005) . In the discourse chose by us both candidates are trying to use the words expressing such ideas that are common values for the society. By this technique the candidates make ideologization of their discourse and try to create positive relation for the listener towards the argumentator. In their discourses there are lots of arguments expressing both concrete values and abstract ones as well. The research reveals that Saakashvili pays a particular attention to the word -Democracy‖ the reason of which is that in Georgia the democratic structures have not established yet in the manner as in the developed countries -including -France. That's why Sarkozy does not consider it necessary to emphasize this specific value in the dosage that Saakashvili does. However one may distinguish from the words expressing the values in Sarkozy's discourse the word -France‖ that the candidate uses more frequently that Saakashvili uses the word -Georgia‖. Thus, in the discourse orientated for French audience the most important value is France. In Sarkozy's discourse France is an ideal, and in the discourse of Georgian politician the Democracy is the goal.
Here -We should change our behavior radically to be closer to impartiality, equality, honesty, responsibility, transparency.‖ Saakashvili:
მე მინდა გითხრათ, რომ ეს იქნება ყველაზე დემოკრატიული, ყველაზე თავისუფალი, ყველაზე გამჭირვალე არჩევნები.
-I would like to tell you that it will be the most democratic, the most free, the most transparent elections.‖ ეს არის საქართველოს განსაკუთრებულობა და განსაკუთრებული სიმტკიცის და ასევე დემოკრატიზმის, გახსნილობის და ამავე დროს ზუსტი შეგნების უტყუარი ნიშანი.
-This is Georgia's uniqueness and a reliable sign of especial strength and democracy, openness and exact understanding as well.‖ During comparing of French and Georgian discourses it was clearly stood out the argumentative -method‖ characterizing both candidates as Aristotle calls it (Aristotle, 1981, p. 193). Sarkozy's address is almost fully constructed by parallel syntax constructions that affix a special sonority and emotionality to this discourse. In parallel syntax constructions the French candidate uses and repeats the words expressing such values as: France, Republic, Democracy. It should be noted that from the beginning Sarkozy uses theses words with definite article and after repeating several times he substitutes the definite article with possessive adjectives. With this he tries to underline his own personality. At the same time expression of the ethos in his discourse in such manner is aimed at the influence on the listener. Let -I am willing to be a President who will try to moralize the capitalism… I am willing to be a President who will bring the moral into the center of politics.‖ One of the highlighted argumentative techniques is considered the parallel syntax constructions in the Saakashvili's discourse as well. However, Sarkozy's basing on this argumentative technique with similar intensity is not determined in the Georgian politician's discourse.
ჩვენ ვიცავთ საქართველოს. ჩვენ ვიცავთ საზოგადოებრივ წესრიგს.
-We defend Georgia. We defend public order.‖ ეს სიმტკიცის გამოცდა ჩააბარა ქართულმა საზოგადოებამ, ეს სიმტკიცის გამოცდა ჩააბარა ქართულმა პოლიტიკურმა ელიტამ.
-Georgian society has passed the examination of stability. Georgian political elite has passed the examination of stability.‖ Actuality of the above argumentative technique is stipulated by the fact that a listener remembers easier these parts of discourse due their repeating for several times and makes it more emotional. In the discourse for Georgian electorate it would no be so effective the usage of the parallel syntax constructions in the dosage as it is used in the French discourse because the Georgian electors are faced against lots of socio-economic problems. They are waiting for concrete suggestions regarding the concrete problems and the constructing of the parallel syntax constructions for their conveying as in the French discourse would be excessive. However as we have noted this argumentative technique in the discourse of both languages is actual.
In the discourse of both candidates it also used the authority argument. Perelman gives us the following definition of the above argumentative technique: -The authority argument uses the human deeds and ideas and people's group deeds and ideas as the means of proving of his thesis‖ (Perelman, 2008 Il avait ajouté: -La force du coeur, l'intelligence, le courage suffisent pourtant pour faire échec au destin.‖ -Camus said about the Algerian crisis:-The great tragedies of the history often make people stare with their terrible faces, at that moment they stop and cannot do anything but to wait.‖ What should one wait for if not the worth things? He added: -The power of heart, intellect and braveness are sufficient for defeating the failure.‖ As for Saakashvili he rarely cites. But in his discourse as well in Sarkozy's discourse they often say only the names of the authoritative persona and authoritative organizations that serves for strengthening of the argumentative positions as well. The candidates try to show to the listener that they enjoy confidence among the reliable persons and with this they express the ethos; however in Sarkozy's discourse it has the appropriation of pathos by means of lexical units expressing parallel syntax constructions and emotion.
Sarkozy -I would like to pay the tribute to the memory of Jacques Chaban-Delmas, the General of -Resistance‖… His last great political struggle was the first for me. I was 17 then and I had a feeling that I was going to the war… I would like to pay the tribute to the memory of AchillePeretti, active member of -Resistance‖ who entrusted to me my first mandate of municipal voter. I would like so much to prove my friendship to Edouard Balladur, who confided in me and assumed on me the Minister's responsibility at such a young age. I would like to express my respect towards Jacques CHIRAC who yielded the word to me in 1975 in Nice.‖ Saakishvili:
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ჩვენ ვთანამშრომლობთ ყველა საერთაშორისო ორგანიზაციასთან. მოვიწვიეთ ეუთოსა და ევროკავშირის დამკვირვებლები. ძალიან სერიოზული დახმარება აღმოგვიჩინეს ჩვენმა მეგობრებმა.
-We are cooperating with all international organizations. We have invited the OSCE and European observers. Our friends have rendered a very significant help to us. We have relations with Armenia, Azerbaijan, Turkey. They are our best friends.‖ გუშინ ჩვენთან იყვნენ პოლონეთისა და ლიტვის პრეზიდენტები.
-Yesterday the presidents of Poland and Lithuania visited us.‖ As we can see authoritative persons are different for Georgian and French society. In the discourse for French audience only the names of French, high powered politicians and public persons are used as authorities andinternationally recognized democratic institutes -sounds more persuading for Georgian electorate. In our opinion this tendency indicates at the different levels of democratic development of these two countries. The Georgian candidate needs to prove before the audience that in case of his coming in the government he will lead the country in the correct word of the democracy development meanwhile Sarkozy is a candidate for president of the country that is an authority from the point of view of the democracy development.
In political discourse it is very interesting the strategy of the person identifying analyzed in Charaudeau's work (Charaudeau, 2005) . We will consider the specification of usage of person deictic of the singular and the plural the first and second person. With this linguistic method the argumentator can change implicitly the word referent. So called identifying formula -We‖ gives the opportunity of its identifying with the whole audience, and -Our‖ means the existence of possessive object common with the whole audience. Identifying formulas are necessary elements in the discourses of all candidates and they regularly resort to this rhetoric method to impact the audience. But from this point of view an important difference was identified in French and Georgian discourses. In Sarkozy's discourse the referent of -we‖ are French people in most cases, and in his discourse Saakashvili consider mainly his own political group as the referent of us.
Sarkozy: Notre capacité à vivre ensemble à nous compendre et à respecter est notre bien le plus pré cieux.
-The most valuable our property is our ability to live together, to understand each other and to respect each other.‖
Tout ce qui affaiblit la France affablit chacun d'entre nous.
Everything that weakens France weakens each of us.‖ Saakashvili:
ჩვენ მივმართეთ ჩვეnს ხალხს განახლებული დემოკრატიული მანდატისთვის.
-We are addressing to our people for different democratic mandates.‖ ჩვენ ხომ ოთხი წლის განმავლობაში შევინარჩუნეთ საპარლამენტო უმრავლესობა.
-We have managed to maintain a parliamentary majority for four years.‖ As for the deictic of the singular first person --I‖, -My‖ -their number is quite numerous in the discourses of both languages. With these form the candidates emphasize on their own personalities and by means of ethos try to make a desirable impact. It should be noted one of the basic argumentative strategy of Sarkozy's address is an intensive usage of -I‖, -My‖. As we have noted while analyzing the parallel constructions Sarkozy's discourse is characterized by using of -my‖ with the words specifying the national values. No doubt that everyone protects its belonging. That's why Sarkozy tries to persuadethe listener that these values are really his. This is the purpose of intensive usage of possessive forms in his discourse. The research has shown to us that in Sarkozy's discourse -I‖ --My‖ forms are much more numerous than -We‖ --Our‖. Almost 77% of the first person deictic is of the singular and only 23% -in the plural (figure 1). In Saakashvili's discourse vice versa, deictic of the plural (65%) prevails over the singular (35%) (figure 2). In our opinion the technique chosen by Sarkozy (-I‖ --My‖) clearly highlighting his own personality before the listeners would be ineffective before the Georgian listener in such a large dose. One of the characterized features of the ethno-culture of the Georgians is the subtle senses of individual pride, and French people are more characterized by the national honor, the feeling of honor that they are French. In his discourse Saakashvili intensively resorts to argumentative technique by using of metaphor. Perelman's metaphor is -reduced analogy received as a result of confluence of theme and phore‖ (Perelman, 2008, p. 535 ).
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Perelman analyzes a -sleeping‖ metaphor as well (term used by Perelman, Perelman, 2008, p. 543). As we know the -sleeping‖ metaphor has not got a function of emotional impact. As if the metaphoric meaning has been erased in it because the perception of confrontation rarely occurs with direct and indirect meaning. In our research we will not focus at -sleeping‖ metaphor because its usage in political discourse is universal and a significant difference between the French and Georgian discourses has not been identified in our analysis.
It characterizes the author and the original metaphor is characterized by unexpectedness and rareness. It were the metaphors for emphasis impacting on the audience in the discourse for the Georgian electorate aimed at the impact on the listener.
Saakashvili:
ასევე ვიცი როგორ უნდა ვებრძოლოთ სიცრუის უზარმაზარ მანქანას, რომელიც ჩართულია საქართველოს წინააღმდეგ.
-I also know how we should fight against the huge machine of lies involved against Georgia.‖ ტყუილების და არეულობის ფაბრიკა მთელი ძალით ამოქმედდა.
-Factory of lies and disorders was put in motion with the full power.‖ Sakozy rarely resorts to the metaphor potently impacting on the audience. Our research has proved that Saakashvili uses the metaphor potently impacting on the audience to exacerbate the negative attitude of electorate towards the country's enemies, disturb the feeling of national issue among the electors which Georgia really faced with. Georgia is a small-scale country but geo-politically it is very important Caucasian country which has got independence for 20 years and is aspiring to the Euro-Atlantic structures integration. That's why it is not duly protected against the external threats; stable democratic institutes have not been established yet. Sarkozy's discourse is a carrier of positive charge and he does not consider it necessary to use the metaphors for similar purposes.
From the point of view of the strategies designated for the audience with different orientation the discourses of French and Georgian candidates for president differ from each other. As Perelman states: -The orator often has to persuade the composite audience that joints together people with different nature, function and aspirations. He has to use lot of arguments to win over the people with different thinking. In their discourse this is an art of foreseeing of people with different points of view characterizing great orators‖ (Perelman, 2008, p. 28 ).
Sarkozy's discourse is constructed in the manner that to be acceptable and likable for the amount of people as much as possible. In his discourse he pays a great attention to the adaptation with the individuals having any kind of political interest. French candidate tries to erase the ideological limit with the opposite parties and persuade the adherents of other political forces that they have got common values. With this he tries to win over the adherents of other candidates. -I am asking my friends being with me so far to leave me free so that I reach others, to the people who had never been my friend, who had never been a member of my camp, my political family, who was sometimes fighting against us. Because when the case regards France the camps have no importance any more. Please, understand everybody that I will not only the UMP's candidate from the minute when you have elected me, I should return to each Frenchman whatever course they have, they are right-winger or left-winger, from metropolis or other countries, live in France or abroad.‖
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Sarkozy pays less attention to the criticism of opposite parties, their programs. And Saakashvili has chosen a different strategy towards the opposition. In his discourse he expresses absolutely negative relation towards them.
მოდით, ნუ მივანდობთ ამას ნურცერთ ყველაზე მყვირალა პოლიტიკურ ჯგუფს. -On that day I was overlooking different channels and one of the radical political representatives was talking about one biblical teaching at the meeting if one may call it talk.‖ Sarkozy takes into account the diversity of French electorate with religious point of view; he tries to make an adaptation with electors with all kind of religion or atheists.
Opposer -This religious feeling to opposite laïcité's moral would be absurd. We are the inheritors of two thousand-year Christianity and the spiritual values that the laïcité's moral had combined. Laïcité in which I believe is not a struggle between the religions but the respect towards all the religions.‖ And Saakashvili does not emphasize this question due to the fact that the majority of his electors are Orthodox Coreligionists despite the fact that Georgia is a country of a lot of ethnics and confessions.
V. CONCLUSION
Therefore, the results of the research conducted by us are as follows: In the French candidate's discourse the leading argumentative strategies and techniques are: parallel syntax constructions, the deictic of the singular first person -I, argument value, aimed at different orientations.
In the Georgian candidate's discourse the leading argumentative strategies and techniques are: parallel construction, metaphor (author's, original), argument value, negative dependence towards the opposition.
In the discourses of French and Georgian candidates common basic argumentative strategies and techniques are: argument value, authority argument, parallel syntax construction.
The discourses we analyzed were successful for candidates. 
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